Kindergarten
Vocabulary

Curriculum Unit 1
Who Is in School Today?
(Classroom Routines and Materials)
attribute
double-checking
taking attendance

Curriculum Unit 2
Counting and Comparing
(Measurement and the Number System)
biggest
compare
count
counting backwards
double-check
equal
fewer
fewest
handful
in order
inventory
longer
longer than
longest
measure
more
most
same
shorter
shorter than
shortest
size
smallest
taller

ten-frame
zero

Curriculum Unit 3
What Comes Next?
(Patterns and Functions)
describe
different
observe
pattern
repeat
same
unit

Curriculum Unit 4
Measuring and Counting
(Measurement and the Number System)
add
arrangement
combining
compare
fewer
image
larger
length
less
long
longest
measure
minus
more
penny
plus
Kindergarten Vocabulary

Curriculum Unit 5
Make a Shape, Build a Block
(2D and 3D Geometry)
circle
cone
corners
cube
curved
cylinder
different
face
Geoboard
hexagon
matching
points
rectangle
rectangular prism
rhombus
round
same
side
sphere
squares
straight
trapezoid
triangle
triangular prism

Curriculum Unit 6
How Many Do You Have?
(Addition, Subtraction, and Number System)
add
added
combination
combined
eighteen
eleven
equal sign (=)
equal sign
equals sign
equation
fifteen
fourteen
how long
length
measure
minus
more
nineteen
plus
plus sign (+)
remove
seventeen
sixteen
thirteen
twelve
twenty

Curriculum Unit 7
Sorting and Surveys
(Data Analysis)
attributes
comparing
count
data
describe
different
response
same
survey